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Abstract: KNN algorithm is the simplest supervised machine learning algorithm it is mostly used to  classification. It the method 

where KNN algorithm save the data  and classifies new cases on a similarity measure according to that data. K value in KNN is 

most impactable and the high influence on the performance of the KNN algorithm. Other terms of data mining are knowledge 

extraction, knowledge mining from data base, data or pattern analysis, classification of data. Classification is one the data mining 

technique to predict the unknown data class with their training set with known class labels data sets. KNN is used to classify future 

data and it’s easy to implementation and it has higher accuracy. 
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Introduction : The KNN algorithm means K-NEREST NEIGHBOURS. This algorithm often used in classification when we have 

some classified data and we have new data item, but we not sure which is the class of that new data, then we use KNN machine 

learning algorithm. KNN is supervised and pattern classification learning algorithm. KNN can be used in classification as well as 

regression. The KNN algorithm is the most accurate model because it makes highly accurate prediction, so we can use the KNN 

algorithm where we want highly accuracy. This algorithm has some drawback which is the outcomes accuracy is depend on the 

quality of the available data. So, if we have good quality of data then outcomes accuracy is higher else, we won’t get the higher 

accuracy. The KNN algorithm is easy to implement there are two parameters is required to implement. first is the value of the K, 

and second one is the distance function. KNN is one of the most use data mining and classification algorithms. And KNN is used 

in cancer diagnosis, pattern recognition, text classification, email spam detection, fraud detection, and in regression it used to risk 

assessment, score prediction etc. in this paper we will see how KNN machine learning algorithm actually work and its challenges 

as well as advantages. KNN algorithm store all the available cases and classify new data of K in similarity measure. It suggests 

that if you are similar to your neighbour then you are one of them. For example, apple is more similar to orange, banana, and 

mango rather than dog , monkey, lion then most likely apple is belonging to group of fruits. KNN used is search application when 

you want to similar items then you called the search as an a KNN search. What is the actually k in KNN ? K is the number of 

neighbours near to the new object which we have to assign. If k=3 then the most common three nearest neighbours are checked 

and the most common neighbours’ class are assigning to the testing data item. So, this is the K in KNN algorithm. The biggest use 

of KNN algorithm is the recommendation system. The recommended system is like the shop counter when you asking for a product 

it not shows only that product, it displayed you and also suggest your relevant sets of products and related to the item you are 

already too interested to buying it. The KNN algorithm is used in recommended product like in amazon and recommended media 

in case of NETFLIX. More them 35% of amazon revenue is generated by its recommendation engine. For this kind of purpose, 

we use KNN algorithm and more advanced example may like handwriting detection, image recognition or even video recognition, 

and it is used to get missing value, used in pattern recognition, and it used in gene expression this is also the example of KNN 

machine learning algorithm 

 
HOW DOSE KNN MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM WORK 

 The k nearest neighbour algorithm find the nearest neighbour of new data item, if k= 3,( k is the nearest neighbour) then 3 closest 

neighbours has been checked and most common of cases data item class has been assign to new data item. This is about KNN 

algorithm. So, the question arises how we calculate the distance between k and new data item? We can measure distance between 

k and new data point through Euclidean distance. we can also calculate distance through hamming distance, Manhattan distance 

formula for KNN algorithm. 
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FIGURE 1. digram of paythagorous distance calculation 

The euclidean distance is based on the paythgorus therom if we want to to calculate the distance of AC^2(AC SQUAR) then in 

paythagorus we calculate the AB^2 + BC^2(AB SQUAR + BC AQUAR) this method can be used in paythagoros. Likely if we 

want to calculate the distance between two point (x1,x2) and (y1,y2) in two dimensional space then the euclidean distance between 

two points is   

D = √(x2−x1)^2 + (y2−y1)^2.(^2 is denoted the square) And in three-dimensional space, for points (x1,y1,z1) and (x2,y2,z2) then 

in this case the Euclidean distance of this point is D = √(x2−x1)^2 + (y2−y1)^2+(z2-z1)^2. This is how Euclidean distance is 

calculated. 

Now will see how dose KNN algorithm work. We see how the Euclidean distance was calculated. now we apply this distance 

calculating formula in KNN and see how its work. So, in KNN we have to have data set first, before applying KNN algorithm. 

KNN will study this data and then predict the new data item class that’s why KNN called as a lazy algorithm because it does not 

have specialized training phase it uses all data for training while classification. We have some flower sepal length and sepal width 

and their spices. So, if new flower sample is found but we don’t know the new flower spices. We apply KNN algorithm to find the 

classification in flower spices. KNN algorithm use facture similarities to predict the value so the first step is storing the data set 

during the first step of KNN algorithm. 

 
 

 This is the data of the flower sepal length and width. Now we have found a new flower which is look similar like setose, virginica, 

and versicolor but we could not guess the new flower spices so we will predict the new flower spices using KNN machine learning 

algorithm. The new flower sepal width is 5.2 and sepal width is 3.2 this is the sample of new flower. 

                           
 Figure 2. flower sepal   length and width 
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In above scatter chart on x and y axis present the length and width respectively. And new flower sample is in orange dot at (5.2,3.2). 

so, to apply KNN we  have to assign k value which is nearest neighbour, k can be any integer suppose we decide k=3. Then second 

step is calculating distance between testing point data and each row of data means sepal length and width. Here the formula of the 

Euclidean distance is D = √(observed length−sample length)^2 + (observed width−sample width )^2. And it could be like that  D 

= √( 5.2-5.2)^2 + (3.7-3.2)^2  = 0.509901951 this is the distance between first row data item and new sample data item.  Now 

Calculate distance between all rows and new sample data item. And based on distance, sort them into ascending order. Below is 

the Euclidean distances and their ranks. 

 

Now we choose k=3, so see first three rank and assign new sample item class to most frequent class of these rows. So, we have 

first second and third is setose. So, the predicted class of new sample flower is setose. If we choose k=5 then the 5 th rank belongs 

to virginica flower so most frequent case in k =5, is setose then new sample predicted class is setose. KNN have higher accuracy 

in prediction while available data is in good quality. 

 

FIGURE 3. AFTER CLASSIFICATION 

We have got  the sample flower predicted class when we apply KNN machine learning algorithm. And this is accurate if we 

increase k value. after increasing k value its work efficiently. This is the all how KNN algorithm is work. Its work efficiently in 

two-dimensional space . in low quality of data set it won’t work efficiently. It is very simple algorithm to implement and understand 

and we can use this for regression. We have to store first all training data and its make computationally a bit expensive algorithm. 

In KNN algorithm we need to have high memory storage as compered others supervised algorithm. 

Conclusion : KNN, k-nearest neighbour machine learning algorithm is higher accurate with good quality of data and KNN is 

widely use in different kinds of learning  because of its uncomplicated and easy to apply nature. And we have to provide only two 

metrics in the algorithm first is value of K and second is distance metric. We can add easily to new data to algorithm. It constantly 

evolves. KNN is instant base learning  memory-based approach if we collect new data then we can apply and it allows algorithm 

to respond quickly to change in the input during real-time use. it’s easy to implement to multi classes, most of classification 

algorithm easy to implement for binary problem and need efforts to implement for multi classes but KNN algorithm adjust with 
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multi classes without any extra efforts. And KNN have variety of distance criteria to be choose. We can choose Euclidean distance, 

hamming distance, Manhattan distance for distance calculate between two data points. 

The KNN has some drawback which is cost of predicting k nearest neighbour is very high and its does not work expected when 

we working with large amount of data or with big numbers features/parameters. It is very slow algorithm it’s easy to implement 

but when data set grows the efficiency of speed of algorithm become slow. And one of the biggest issues of KNN algorithm is to 

choose optimal number of neighbours while classifying new data entry. Imbalanced data problem if we have two classes A and B 

and majority of the training data is belonging to class A then KNN ultimately gives lot of preferences to class A. and new data 

entry might be wrongly classified. KNN has no capability to dealing with missing value. This is the all about KNN machine 

learning algorithm work and its advantages and drawbacks. 
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